"Documentary Film Screening and Community Discussion!"

With:

**MARK DIXON**
Filmmaker and Producer of the film
**MICHAEL MAINE**
With the Bainbridge Graduate Institute
**YES! MAGAZINE**
...and others!

"**YERT**"
YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL ROAD TRIP!
(113 min, Mark Dixon & Ben Evans, 2011)

50 States ...1 Year ...Zero Garbage?
Video camera in hand & tongue in cheek, called to action by a planet in peril, three friends hit the road in search of the extraordinary innovators and citizens tackling humanity’s greatest environmental crises.

Americans want to do the right thing. ...They just don’t want to look strange doing it!

More info: [www.yert.com](http://www.yert.com)

Friday March 2, 2012 7PM
Keystone Congregational Church
5019 Keystone Place N, Seattle
[www.meaningfulmovies.org](http://www.meaningfulmovies.org)

FREE! ...donations Kindly Accepted
FREE MOVIES! ...every Friday night!

“FRIDAY NIGHT AT THE MEANINGFUL MOVIES”

Do You Like Documentaries? ...So Do We!
Social Justice Documentaries, Followed By Community Discussion.

FRI. FEB 10 - 6:30 PM - “REVENGE OF THE ELECTRIC CAR” WITH SEATTLE OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENT, SEATTLE ELECTRIC VEHICLE ASSOC., ECOTALITY, TRANSITION SEATTLE, & SUSTAINABLE WALLINGFORD, ...AND SHORT FILMS. Behind the closed doors of Nissan, GM, and the Silicon Valley start-up Tesla Motors. With almost every major car maker now jumping to produce new electric models, this film follows the race to be the first, the best, and to win the hearts and minds of the public around the world. It’s not just the next generation of green cars that’s on the line, it’s the future of the automobile itself. (Film: 90 min, Chris Paine , 2011 )

FRI. FEB 17 - 7:00 PM - “HOT COFFEE” ...IS JUSTICE BEING SERVED? Most people think they know the “McDonald’s coffee case,” but what they don't know is that corporations have spent millions distorting the case to promote tort reform. HOT COFFEE reveals how big business, aided by the media, brewed a dangerous concoction of manipulation and lies to protect corporate interests. By following four people whose lives were devastated by the attacks on our courts, the film challenges the assumptions Americans hold about “jackpot justice.” (Film: 88 min, Susan Saladoff, 2011 )

FRI. FEB 24 - 7:00 PM - “HOW TO DIE IN OREGON” In 1994, Oregon became the first state to legalize physician-assisted suicide. As a result, any individual whom two physicians diagnose as having less than six months to live can lawfully request a fatal dose of barbiturate to end his or her life. Since 1994, more than 500 Oregonians have taken their mortality into their own hands. The film gently enters the lives of the terminally ill as they consider whether, and when, to end their lives by lethal overdose, and examines both sides of this complex, controversial, emotionally charged issue. (Film: 107 min, Peter Richardson , 2011)

FRI. MAR 2 - 7:00 PM - “YERT - Your Environmental Road Trip” WITH THE FILMMAKER MARK DIXON, BAINBRIDGE GRADUATE INSTITUTE AND OTHERS. With video camera in hand & tongue in cheek, and called to action by a planet in peril, three friends hit the road - traveling with hope, humor, and all of their garbage - to explore every state in America (the good, the bad...and the weird) in search of the extraordinary innovators and citizens who are tackling humanity's greatest environmental crises. Americans want to do the right thing - they just don't want to look strange doing it! (Film: 113 min, Mark Dixon & Ben Evans, 2011)

FRI. MAR 9 - 6:30 PM - “CLIMATE REFUGEES” WITH SUSTAINABLE WALLINGFORD, TRANSITION SEATTLE, & OTHERS ...AND SHORT FILMS There is a new phenomenon in the global arena called “Climate Refugees”, persons displaced by climatically induced environmental disasters, rapid ecological change, increased droughts, desertification, sea level rise, & extreme weather - events that cause mass global migration and border conflicts. We will discuss how our community can join in both current & future efforts in making positive impacts. (Film: 95 min, Michael P. Nash, 2010)

All Films at Keystone United Church of Christ
5019 KEYSTONE PLACE N., SEATTLE – IN WALLINGFORD
(0.4 miles west of the N.E.50th St. Exit of I-5)
FREE and OPEN TO THE PUBLIC, ...donations kindly accepted.

www.meaningfulmovies.org